Role: Technical Product Manager
Role Type: Permanent
Salary: £35,000-£100,000 dependent on experience
Location: London/UK-based but working mostly remotely. There is the
possibility (and option) of travel once the pandemic is over, for customer work
and some in-office time may be needed. We are not presently equipped to offer
relocation or visa sponsorship at this time and so are looking for local candidates
already able to work in the UK.
Hiring Manager: Director of Product & Transformation
Who we are
EngineerBetter is a small but growing consultancy that empowers organisations
to build the right software more quickly. We’re interested in business outcomes
over technology, and in human-centered processes.
While we perform a variety of work, our ideal engagements are those where we
upskill engineers with contemporary agile practice, and instil a product mindset
into those deciding what it is that should be built.
Small consultancies have a variety of work, providing opportunities to do different
things. We’re primarily based in London with some fully-remote workers, and are
fully-owned by Container Solutions, with whom we collaborate on engagements.
Why we are hiring for this role
As an engineering-heavy organisation, we know exactly how to help customers
build software and systems more quickly. There are two catches though:

The engineers can’t deliver quickly if desired outcomes are not well-formulated
There’s no point helping people build the wrong thing more quickly
We need a Technical Product Manager to allow our ‘beach’ team to create value
between engagements, to perform product management as part of customer
engagements, and to coach and educate customers in a product mindset.
What you’ll work on
● Understand, practice and evangelise our opinionated methodology. No
process is perfect in all situations, and any methodology ceases to improve
as soon as it is codified, so we expect that pragmatic and iterative
improvements will be made. We do need a baseline of what ‘good’ looks
like, and that trade-offs should be intentional and understood.
● Work with internal ‘beach’ teams and customer teams to maintain product
roadmaps and communicate plans, tradeoffs and results to various
audiences. This includes being able to provide clear evidence of decisions
made through metrics and feed learnings back into the development
process.
● Cultivate a deep knowledge of customer problems through research,
engagement with the developer community, and customer interviews. You
will drive initiatives to validate demand and commercial value of new
features by translating stakeholder and market needs into product
requirements that users will value and love.
● Collaborate on highly technical feature ideas and prototypes to get them
into the hands of developers. Be embedded within engineering teams to
make trade-offs, steward the delivery process, and close gaps in
requirements and understanding of the business context.
● Work in a pragmatically agile environment that values working software
over adherence to methodology, even our own! Communicate problem
statements and product (solution) requirements to engineering and
document them in writing, along with UX wireframes or API scaffolding
where appropriate.

Who you are
We want to work with people who share our values:

Positive, able to empathise and be sociable
Inclusive attitude.
Able to show courage in calling out things that need improving.
Eager to take responsibility - everyone is empowered and expected to
make decisions.
● Passionate about providing customer value.
● Able to influence without authority - affecting change in our clients can be
tough but rewarding
●
●
●
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The skills you have
● Continuous learning mindset
● Product backlog and software delivery lifecycle management
● Product design thinking & Agile methodologies, techniques, and
frameworks
● Communication & visual storytelling skills to foster shared understanding
while coaching & consulting
● Stakeholder management and influencing without authority
● Very comfortable with project ambiguity
● Ability to set up and run lean experiments, manage feedback loops and
affect change using hypothesis-driven & evidence based techniques
● Experience with engineers as customers
What a typical day looks like
● Acting as sole Product Manager on consulting engagements; perhaps
coaching and educating customer counterparts
● Management of EngineerBetter internal backlog(s): iterative planning
meetings, writing stories, performing acceptance, and interacting with
engineers on the team and business stakeholders
● Support EngineerBetter in attracting and refining new client work
● Help us build our product management capabilities
Salary and Benefits
● Between £35-100k for permanent employees: from newbies, to
experienced developers, to team leaders who can consult with clients.
● A company that is more interested in the attitude and aptitude you show
up with more than your ability hit every single skill and aspect of this job
spec. WHEN IN DOUBT, PLEASE REACH OUT (and apply)!
● Open, inclusive, and blame-free environment that puts candor and
kindness first.

● Small company atmosphere, where decision-makers are easily reached,
and bureaucracy kept to a minimum.
● Working directly with peers in a supportive learning environment where we
value outcomes and the journey as well as outputs.
● An environment where we work to apply what we teach and promote
externally to the way that we set ourselves up internally.
● A leadership team that values work-life balance and respects that this is a
job, you have a life outside the workplace, and that overtime should be
actively discouraged.
● A flat but not unstructured organisation that appreciates everyone having a
voice, but is also capable of making decisions and ensuring guidance is
provided so that everyone can excel, or feel comfortable to make changes
without fear.
● Our website describes who we are and how we work
● Various company benefits including:
○ Vision, health, dental, and cash plan through Bupa
○ Bank holidays and 25 annual vacation days
○ Sick leave policy
○ Cycle-to-work scheme
○ Pension
○ Share options scheme
○ Flexible working location (remote-first in most cases)
Please contact us if working with EngineerBetter sounds like something you'd
be interested in.

